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1. 0 INTRODUCTION

On December 13, 1991, Pennsylvania Power 5 Light Company (PP&L) submitted the
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
in response to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20 and associated supplements. On
November 4, 1992, and on December 17, 1996, the NRC staff met with the
licensee to discuss its concerns regarding the SSES IPE. On January ll, 1993,
the licensee submitted Volume 6 of the IPE to address the NRC staff's concerns
identified at the meeting on November 4, 1992. On June 23, 1997, the licensee
provided a response to the issues raised during the meeting of December 17,
1996. Because this additional information was submitted after the NRC staff
had completed its review and assessment of the IPE, the NRC staff did not have
the opportunity to thoroughly evaluate this additional information. However,
the NRC staff believes that the licensee will benefit from this NRC staff
evaluation report (SER) which provides detailed documentation of its findings,
since the licensee plans to take actions to address the NRC staff's concerns.

The NRC staff performed a "Step 1" review of the SSES IPE submittal and was
supported by the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The Step 1 review focused on
whether the licensee's method was capable of identifying vulnerabilities. The
review considered (1) the completeness of the information and (2) the
reasonableness of the results, given the SSES design, operation, and history.
A more detailed review, a "Step 2" review,'was not performed for this IPE
submittal. A summary of the NRC staff's findings is given below. Details of
the contractor's findings are given in a technical evaluation report (TER)
appended to this SER.

In accordance with Generic Letter (GL) 88-20, the licensee specifically
addressed the Unresolved Safety Issue A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal
Requirements." No vulnerabilities associated with loss of decay heat removal

'ereidentified by the licensee. In addition, the licensee proposed to
resolve Generic Issue A-17, "Systems 'Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants," as
a result of its IPE submittal.
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2.0 EVALUATION

SSES is a BWR 4 plant with a Mark II containment. The SSES IPE has estimated
a total core damage frequency (CDF) of IE-7/reactor cycle (rc) of 15 months,
including the contribution from internal flooding. Anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS) contribute about 78X to the total CDF, loss of

direct'urrent(dc) bus about 14X, flooding about 7X, and all other initiating events
about 2X. The contribution of station blackout (SBO) as. an accident type is
negligible

(7E-ll/rc).'t

is stated in the submittal that the method employed in the IPE falls under,
the category of "other systematic examination methods" of GL 88-20, apparently
because it combines deterministic and probabilistic evaluations. The
deterministic evaluations are based on the licensee's "defense-in-depth"
approach developed as part of its severe accident management policy.

PP&L's defense-in-depth approach is based on the principles: (a) "Accident
sequences having high calculated frequencies are not acceptable" and (b)
"Accident sequences having low calculated frequencies must also have
defense-in-depth both in the form of equipment and procedures." These
principles are ensured by several performance requirements that if fulfilled,
achieve defense-in-depth and, therefore, demonstrate the existence of.-multiple
levels of protection against severe accidents. These requirements include the
following:

~ Equipment, for example: "Core or containment failure shall not occur
without multiple failures of redundant or diverse equipment."

~ Procedures, for example, "No procedure shall have adverse consequences in
the case of additional equipment failure beyond those occurring
initial-ly."

~ Man-machine interfaces, for example: The nature and timing of information
to the operator shall be sufficient to assure timely execution of all
appropriate procedural steps."

It appears that the licensee has performed a thorough evaluation of plant
performance under accident conditions on the basis of this qualitative
approach. It is stated in the submittal that PP&L does not rely upon low
calculated plant damage frequency as a means of ensuring adequate protection
against severe accidents, but rather the satisfaction, by each, accident
sequence, of a set of Defense-in-Depth criteria." It is further stated that"for each accident sequence , the plant failures which have caused the
specific plant damage state are identified. With this information, it can be
establish whether Sysquehanna satisfies the Defense-in-Depth criteria for each
accident sequence. Modifications to plant equipment, procedures, or training,
are considered for those accident sequences which do not meet these criteria."
Through this process PP&L identified and implemented several hardware and
procedural improvements. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the
licensee's defense-in-depth approach is an adquate approach for identifying
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instances of plant improvements, which is one of the objectives of GL 88-20.
Also, the NRC staff believes that the licensee through its IPE process has
developed an appreciation for severe accident behavior, which is another
objective of GL 88-20.

However, GL 88-20 has two additional objectives:
~ To understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur

at the plant.

~ To gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of
core damage and fission product releases.

The NRC staff agrees with the licensee that "The PPSL approach to
probabilistic risk analysis [PRA] for Susquehanna differs in several aspects
from a conventional PRA." The NRC staff believes that there are deterministic
aspects in any PRA, and is concerned that the differences of the SSES IPE from
a conventional PRA may have contributed to an unduly optimistic treatment of
several important aspects of the analysis and, in particular, of the treatment
of common-cause failures (CCFs), human error, and containment performance.

The NRC staff notes that the SSES CDF is the lowest of the BWR plants. Whilethis fact in itself does not demonstrate an inadequate IPE process, it does
indicate the need to address the weaknesses identified by the NRC staff to
understand the role that they may have in the achievement of the remaining two
objectives of GL 88-20. The front-end analysis, the human reliability
analysis (HRA), and the back-end analysis of the IPE submittal (including
related additional information provided by the licensee) does not allow the
NRC staff to conclude that the SSES IPE met -these two remaining objectives of
GL 88-20. The following are summaries of the NRC staff's findings regarding
the SSES IPE analysis.

1. Regarding CCF analysis, it is stated that a vast majority of SSES systems
do not experience common-cause coupling. The reason given is that most
CCF root causes (e.g., design errors, maintenance errors, wear-out, etc.)
are controlled by SSES's strong maintenance program, whereas the rest,
such as design, installation, and manufacturing errors, have been
diminished as they are discovered and addressed on an industry-wide b~sis.
Data analysis in specific systems (e.g., diesel generators) that show no
CCFs are presented in the IPE as a support of this approach.

First, because CCFs constitute usually only a very small fr'action of the
total number of failures observed, it will be rather hard to find evidence
of CCFs in components that experience few failures. Lack of evidence for
CCFs, however, does not imply that the potential for CCF does not exist
and, therefore, should not be accounted for in the PRA model.

Second, one has to be very careful about interpreting the plant data when
examining it for evidence of CCFs. Examining for common-cause only
multiple-component failures via statistical tests (which the licensee has
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apparently done for diesel generator CCF analysis) is not sufficient.
Sometimes failures of components observed as single -failures spread out
over time may actually be common-coupled and, therefore, become
simultaneous at demand. Therefore, a careful review of failure history
and root'auses is a more reliable approach to identify CCFs.

It is also stated that even if a CCF occurs, the operator will be able to
compensate for it during an accident. However, the licensee did not model
any CCFs (and associated operator actions) to account for the probability
of occurrence of CCFs and the operator's ability to recover such failures.

Lack of common-cause modeling in certain systems (e.g., residual heat
removal (RHR)) is also explained in the IPE on the basis that past BWR
PRAs have shown that combinations of independent failures (an independent
failure of one train in conjunction with a maintenance unavailability of
another) as dominant and. not CCFs. However, the SSES IPE takes credit for
improved maintenance procedures and reduced outage times (as evidenced by
data), which would diminish the importance of such combinations and,
therefore, increase the relative importance of CCFs.

I

In the case of the core spray (CS) system, the licensee states that with a
plant improvement of low-pressure bypass installation in the control room,
the most likely cause of CCF has.been removed; thus, no CCF is modeled.
However, if the control system was the most likely cause of failure of the
CS system before, and it has been fixed, it becomes even more important to
model CCFs for the pumps and valves.

As .the SSES has high redundancy in certain important systems (low-pressure
coolant injection (LPCI), RHR, RHR service water (RHRSW), CSS, emergency
SW (ESW), diesel generators, etc.) it becomes even more important to
properly model CCFs, which could potentially defeat that redundancy. High
system redundancy would result (as has happened in the SSES IPE) in very
small accident sequence frequencies if CCFs are not considered. In
addition, at very low frequencies, pipe breaks in redundant systems may
become important and possibly dominant.

The potential for CCFs- can be pervasive throughout a plant due to the
redundancy in the safety related systems. In other PRAs, CCFs for the
following types of components are usually modeled: all types of pumps, all
kinds of valves, diesel generators, batteries, air compressors, circuit
breakers, electrical switchgear, inverters, fans, sensors, transmitters,
switches, and relays. In addition, BWR studies usually con'sider common-
cause coupling between the high-pressure coolant injection (HPGI) and the
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) pumps. It appears that none of
these were modeled in the SSES IPE. Because of the extremely limited CCF
modeling, sensitivity analysis would not be useful for assessing the
effect of the licensee's assumptions for CCF on the IPE's results.

On the basis of these findings, the NRC staff concludes that the
licensee's CCF analysis was not adequate for ensuring that no unduly
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optimistic expectations for equipment performance under accident
conditions have been portrayed as a result of the IPE and, therefore, that
the resultant accident sequences appropriately reflect SSES's response to
severe accidents.

Regarding the IPE's HRA, the NRC staff found that the licensee's treatment
of both routine human actions (pre-initiator human events) and actions in
response to an initiating event (post-initiator human events) was
extremely limited.

Pre-initiator human events were not explicitly modeled on the basis that
the equipment failure data used in the IPE implicitly included any

'ontributionsfrom human actions and that, therefore, separate modeling
could lead to "double-counting." The NRC staff does not agree with this
reasoning. Pre-initiator event analysis, like CCF analysis, should
consider not only those failures that have been observed but also failures
that could occur, given the right set of circumstances. Furthermore, pre-
initiator human events, when segregated from random equipment failures,
allow a better assessment of the contribution of human error to CDF and,
therefore, the development of a better understanding of the role of human
error on plant safety.

It is stated in the submittal that the IPE's approach does not apply to
human-induced CCFs; yet no human events that can induce CCFs were modeled.
For example, water level sensor miscalibrations for important BWR systems,
such as the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the condensate storage tank,
and the suppression pool were not modeled. In its June 23, 1997 response,
the licensee provided an example of how pre-initiators are included as
part of the estimation of equipment unavailability and states: "Such
errors are monitored as part of the company's condition report program.,
When they occur, corrective actions are taken." The NRC staff notes the
licensee's efforts to identify and implement improvements and believes
that it would have been benefited from an

explicit delineation of pre-initiators in the identification of
potentially important pre-initiators that may require corrective actions.

Post-initiator events were treated minimally. It appears that the
'icenseeassumes perfect operator knowledge throughout its analysis. It

was assumed that "procedural errors" (i.e., errors in selecting and
applying relevant procedures) are not possibl.e at SSES during operator
response to an accident. Only "execution errors" (i.e., errors in
executing the steps in the procedures) were considered as possible. The
reasons presented as to why it is believed that procedural errors need not
be modeled are (a) operators will have the confidence to rely absolutely
on the procedures, (b) operators are trained and have practice in applying
the procedures, and (c) ambiguity in plant indications or procedures is
not important. It is maintained in the submittal that no deviations from
procedures are permitted and, therefore, the probability of such
deviations at SSES is zero. On the basis of these assumptions, the
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licensee eliminated the consideration of diagnostic error (i.e., to figure
out what is to be done in any given situation). The licensee did not
present evidence (from licensee event reports, NRC systematic assessments
of licensee performance, operator simulator training; operator
qualification examinations, or any other evaluations of actual plant
performance) to justify these assumptions.

The NRC staff believes that, although it is expected that well-designed
procedures will reduce the need for interpretation and decisionmaking when
used by highly trained personnel, PPKL overstates their benefits. In
fact, studies of industrial accidents suggest that diagnostic error is of
much higher probability than execution error. The NRC staff is concerned
that the licensee may hav'e missed identifying instances in which the
operators would really need to "figure out what to do."

No HRA quantification method available in the literature was used to
quantify execution failures. Values ranging from 0.0 to a value less than

'ssociatedequipment failure probability were assigned, except for errors
associated with actions performed under extremely adverse and time-limited
conditions or in the absence of procedures to which a value of 1.0 was
assigned. The licensee did not provide information explaining how
critical factors, such as the layout and accessibility of manipulated
components, the minimum amount of NRC staffing in the control room,
responsibilities, and communication between control room NRC staff, were
taken into account in assigning these values.

Furthermore, dependencies between human actions and the influence of the
accident progression on human performance do not appear to have been
treated appropriately. It appears that human actions were treated as
either independent or (in a few cases) completely dependent. The
performance of the operator depends on both the previous phases of the
accident progression (i.e., system performance) and the past performance
of the operator during the previous phases of the accident of concern.
Complete independence or complete dependence may be reasonable under some
circumstances; however, more often, a partial dependence is more suitable.
Given the licensee's extreme claims of operator reliability in the post-
initiator phase, the NRC staff concludes that partial human action
dependencies were not taken into consideration.

Also, post-initiator human events were not treated in a consistent manner.
Although human events related to ATWS are provided in the IPE, and ~

therefore, the NRC staff has some understanding of how they were treated,it is not clear to the NRC staff which actions were credited for the rest
of the initiators and what human error probabilities were used. A list of
14 post-initiator actions contains actions mainly related to ATWS; several
human actions referred to elsewhere in the IPE submittal do not appear on
that list or in the event and fault trees, and no information is provided
as to what human error probabilities were used or how they were derived.It would seem that the licensee has focused mainly on evaluating actions
associated with ATWS, assuming perfect operator knowledge for the
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remaining ones. This belief of the NRC staff is reinforced by the
information regarding the SSES HRA process provided to the NRC staff
(June 13, 1997), which included a paper that PPKL presented at the
International Meeting on Advanced Reactors Safety, June 1-5, 1997.

'lthougha general discussion about HRA is presented therein, it basically
consists of the "ATWS Example." The NRC staff believes that lack of
consistency in modeling human actions in an IPE results in an incomplete
and skewed model.

The NRC staff is concerned that lack of appropriate and consistent
treatment of the human actions in the SSES IPE has influenced the ranking
of the resultant accident sequences as well as the overall CDF.
Furthermore, the lack of explicit modeling of all human actions credited
in the IPE has the impact of an incomplete and potentially skewed IPE
model and one that does not allow sensitivity and importance analyses that
could be used to assess the, influence of modeling assumptions and data on
the analysis results. Therefore, the NRC staff is concerned regarding the
licensee's quantitative understanding of the contribution of human
performance to plant risk. The NRC staff is also concerned about the
reasonableness of the IPE's results, given the potential of a skewed IPE
model from an improper and inconsistent treatment of human events.

Although the weaknesses related to CCFs and HRA are the most important, the
NRC staff identified several other notable weaknesses. These weaknesses are
summarized below; a more comprehensive discussion is provided in the attached
TER.

Because initiating event frequencies were derived using simplified event
fault trees, there is a question about whether all important failure modes
were considered. For example, no breaker failure is shown in the
derivation of loss of 4160-Vac bus or 125-Vdc bus frequencies. Also, the
top events on the event trees are quantified by using functional fault
trees that do not delineate the accident progression with adequate detail.
Only system availability is addressed on the fault trees; accident
progression. phenomenological issues or mitigative human actions are not
addressed.

2. The treatment of interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) is limited. It is
'stated in the submittal that, with two exceptions, stroke testing of
isolation valves is prohibited at power, as recommended by a study on
ISLOCAs for BWRs (documented in NUREG/CR-5124), and that therefore, ISLOCA
frequency at SSES for this type of scenario is negligible. NUREG/CR-5124
was done for Nine Nile Point 2, a plant similar to the SSES. Although
prohibiting pressurized valve testing in a certain system resulted in
reducing the CDF from ISLOCA in that system by more than two orders of
magnitude, the remaining ISLOCA CDF from that system is 3.o-8/yr. Since
there are six such interfacing systems at SSES, the cumulative CDF (and
associated releases) from ISLOCA may be significant, especially since the
CDF contributions from all other initiators except ATWS is smaller than
3E-8/yr.
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.Furthermore, it is stated that ISLOCA analysis for the two systems
(shutdown cooling suction and the reactor vessel head sprays) that are
tested with the reactor pressurized was performed as part of the flooding
analysis. But no such discussion could be found in the flooding section.
However, ISLOCA scenarios associated with these two systems, tested at
power, should have a higher CDF than that of systems that are not tested
at power.

The NRC staff has concerns regarding the equipment failure. rates used. The
failure rates for important systems (e.g., HPCI, RCIC, diesel-driven fire
pump, CS pump, and automatic depressurization system (ADS) valves) are
lower than generic data (e.g., NUREG/CR-4550 data) from a factor of five
to two orders of magnitude. Also, some failure modes are omitted or
treated inappropriately. For example, failure-to-run (FTR) data are
lumped with failure-to-start (FTS) data for emergency diesel generators.
Failure rates are derived from plant-specific tests of limited duration
(apparently I hour). However, for run-mission times longer than run-test
time, these data will result in underestimating FTR rates.

In addition, peculiarities were found in some block data. Blocks with
seemingly totally different mixes of components have exactly the same
failure rate. For example,
block D 'of the HPCI system, which consists of very diverse components (the
pump, the turbine, several types of valves, the governor, the governor
flow controller, and dc power supply components), has the same FTS (1.4E-
2) and the same FTR (3.6E-5/hr) as the blocks C, F, G, and H which in
themselves-consist of very similar components (mainly various combinations
of valves). Because these inconsistencies relate to important systems,
the impact of these weaknesses could be significant in terms of important
sequences, as well as the total CDF.

4. There is no feedback between containment failure and core damage as is
expected for a BWR.. The licensee assumes, that containment failure has no
feedback effect on core damage, contrary to conventional expectations for
a BWR plant. This raises the question of whether all important aspects of
this scenario were considered in the SSES IPE.

In general, the SSES IPE Level II analysis is very limited. The following
paragraphs summarize the NRC staff's findings.

A high probability of reactor coolant system depressurization and in-
vessel recovery was assumed in the Level II analysis. An instrument tube
penetration failure was also assumed if in-vessel recovery is not
successful. The challenges to containment integrity from the phenomena
associated with high-pressure melt ejection are thus reduced and are not
included in the IPE quantification. The potential for drywell floor
failure, and thus suppression pool bypass, from impingement of the core
debris jet on the drywell floor is also not discussed. The elimination of
these containment failure mechanisms at vessel breach is predicated, in
part, on the assumptions regarding operator actions. These failure modes



need to be examined in more detail, given the NRC staff's findings
regarding the IPE's treatment of human performance.

The challenges to containment integrity from the attack of molten debris
on the drywell floor are also eliminated if the drywell floor is covered
with water up to the top of the downcomer vents (18 inches above the
drywell floor). It is assumed that core-concrete interactions will not
occur because the liner plate on the drywell floor, which prevents direct
contact of the core debris with the concrete floor, remains intact if
there is water. Containment failure from ex-vessel core debris is
therefore prevented by the operation of drywell sprays. Corium attack on
other containment structures, such as downcomer pipes, is also assumed not
to occur if the drywell spray is operating. In response to the NRC staff's
questions on the Level 2 analysis, PP&L cited some NUREG reports to
support the assumptions used in the IPE regarding ex-vessel debris
coolability. However, PP&L did not provide a detailed discussion on the
applicability of the results presented in these reports to SSES justifying
these assumptions.

It was requested in NUREG-1335 that if a previously published analysis is
used for load definition, its applicability be established "through
comparison of geometry and thermal-hydraulic condition." It was also
recommended in GL 88-20 that assessments of ex-vessel debris coolability
be based on available cavity (spread) area and an assumed maximum eoolable
depth of 25 cm. For depths in excess of 25 cm; both the eoolable and
noncoolable outcomes should be considered. It was further requested that
the IPE should document the geometric details of cavity configuration and
flow paths out of the cavity. These issues are not addressed in the
submittal.

Wetwell venting,was assumed through the standby gas treatment system
(SBGTS), with a containment venting pressure of 15 psig (or 30 psia) which
is much smaller than the containment design pressure of 53 psig for SSES.
However, according to the submittal, the ability to vent through this
wetwell venting path was under evaluation at the time of IPE. The
proposed path is not designed to withstand internal pressures greater than
a few psig. It would also require manual alignment of valves *and dumpers
to establish this venting path.

An alternate venting path through the nitrogen make-up line and the.
mechanical vacuum pump discharge flow path was also considered. This
path, however, would involve the installation of a'pipe to the turbine
building stack. This alternate vent path would be a hard pipe and,
therefore, would accommodate much higher pressures than the path through
SBGTS. It is indicated in the submitt'al that plant modifications had been
proposed to facilitate these activities. However it appears that PP&L has
no plans for making these modifications.

The licensee calculated a containment venting frequency of,l.SE-7/ry and
a containment failure due to overpressure of 3.6E-8. If no containment
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venting is assumed then the frequency of containment failure due to
overpressure increases from 3.6E-8/ry to 3.6E-7/ry, one order of
magnitude. Because, as discussed before, PP&L assumed that containment
venting or containment failure would not result in loss of core cooling
this sensitivity did not show any impact on the overall IPE results.
However, the NRC staff does not believe that the licensee's assumptions
for the effects of containment failure on core cooling are realistic and
therefore, recommends a more thorough examination of the impact of
containment performance under accident conditions including the need for
establishing a viable containment venting path.

Because of the small calculated CDFs in the SSES IPE, only one sequence
was identified as meeting the NUREG-1335 screening criteria (ATWS with
closure of the main steam isolation valve (HSIV)). This sequence and six
additional sequences are selected for source term calculation. Except for
the ATWS/HSIV sequence, the additional six sequences 'do not involve
containment failure. The source terms for these six sequences are
therefore very small. Although the selection of the sequence seems to
satisfy the NUREG-1335 criteria, the selection of only one sequence with
containment failure for source term definition does not seem to provide a
reasonable coverage of the spectrum of source terms for SSES. For
example, there are containment failure cases with and without vessel
failure, and with and without core 'damage. The selection of a single
containment failure sequence for source term definition certainly does not
cover these various containment failure cases. Also, the low core damage
and containment failure frequencies obtained in the SSES IPE are partly
due to the optimistic assumptions used in the IPE. Source term
calculations for more sequences would likely be'needed if less optimistic
assumptions were used in the analysis.

Because of the relatively large uncertainties associated with modeling
containment performance, GL 88-20 requested the licensees to perform
sensitivity studies as part of the IPE's Level II analysis. These
sensitivity studies include variation of parameters associated with the
code used for calculations and the underlying assumptions regarding
containment, equipment, and human performance., Although the effects of
uncertainties are acknowledged in the SSES IPE, no systematic sensitivity
or uncertainty analysis of containment performance was performed.
However, the NRC staff notes that a sensitivity analysis may not be useful
here since important phenomena are not addressed in the model.
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The Level II analysis resulted in an only IX conditional probability of
containment failure. This is significantly lower than the conditional failure
probabilities obtained in other IPEs for plants with similar containments.
Because of the weaknesses identified, the NRC staff does not believe that the
SSES Level II results are reasonable.

The licensee applied two sets of criteri'a to identify vulnerabilities at SSES:
(a) the criteria provided in Appendix 2 of GL 88-20, which are quantitative,
and (b) its defense-in-depth criteria, which are qualitative. On the basis of
the quantitative criteria, and because of low calculated frequencies, the
licensee concluded that the GL 88-20 criteria have been met. On the basis of
its defense-in-depth criteria, the .licensee identified several plant

~ modifications and improvements to the procedures, which were credited in the
IPE.

On the basis of the information provided in the submittal and the more recent
information provided, the licensee has implemented (either during or after the
IPE) the following improvements:

l. Installed a mobile diesel generator to provide an independent power supply
for the 125-Vdc system.

2. Hodified the ESW system to .allow the spray pond return bypass valve to be
normally open instead of normally closed.

3. Installed threaded attachments on RHRSW piping to facilitate connection of
the fire main system during SBO.

4. Hodified the control logic for LPCI and CS injection and installation of a
low-pressure permissive bypass switch for LPCI and CS.

5. Installed a bypass to the rod sequence control system to manually insert
control rods.

. 6. Performed a study for the LOCA logic on the basis of which the licensee:

a. modified the 13.8-kV breaker logic to ensure selected loads are shed
before transfer of any loads to startup buses

b. Removed the autostart of the "d" condensate pump.

The following procedural improvements appear to have been implemented as part
of the BWR Owners Group Emergency Procedure Guidelines, Revision 4:

8. Development of procedural guidance for aligning the control rod drive
(CRD) system for RPV high-pressure makeup.

9. Revision of procedural guidance for primary containment control. This
modification covers several containment system issues, such as use of
reactor water cleanup for heat removal, water addition to the suppression
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pool, redefinition of the heat capacity temperature limit curve, priority
on core integrity protection rather than containment integrity and so on.

10. Revision of 'procedural guidance for RPV flooding actions, when reactor
. water level instrumentation is unavailable.

11. Revision of procedural guidance for RPV level control, allowing the SRVs
to cycle automatically.

12. Revision of procedural guidance for reactor scram recovery actions,
ensuring that a plant cooldown does not occur unless the reactor is shut
down with control rods.

13. Development of procedural guidance to vent the containment when fission
products have not been released from the core and certain other plant
conditions have been met (under development).

According to the more recent information the licensee performed additional
modifications and plant improvements. The licensee plans to install the "HPCI
suction transfer," credited in the IPE, during the next refueling outage.

3. 0 CONCLUSION

On the basis of the information contained in the SSES IPE submittal and the
data provided by the licensee through either direct interactions with the NRCstaff or in writing, the NRC staff concludes that the licensee's IPE is
complete with 'regard to the information requested by
GL 88-20 (and associated NUREG-1335) and that the licensee's IPE process is
adequate to meet the following .two general objectives of the IPE program as
stated in GL 88-20:

h

2. To develop an appreciation for severe accident behavior.

4. If necessary, to reduce the overall probabilities of core damage and
fission product releases by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and
procedures that would help prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

However, on the basis of its findings from "the review of the IPE submittal and
associated information, the NRC staff is unable to conclude that the IPE
results are reasonable, given the SSES design, operation, and history. Areas
of NRC staff concern have been documented in the three review areas: the
front-end analysis, HRA, and the back-end analysis. Taken together, these
areas represent sufficient weakness in the licensee's approach that the
NRC staff concludes that the SSES IPE did not meet the following two general
objectives of the IPE program:

1. To understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur
at the plant.
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3. To gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of
core damage and fission product releases.

Therefore, the NRC staff cannot conclude that the SSES IPE has met 'the intent
of GL 88-20.

Attachment: Technical Evaluation Report

Principal Contributor: E. Lois

October 27, 1997
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